Michael Goldsmith
Owner of Dr. Clockwork, LLC
287‐1 US HWY 22
Lebanon, NJ 08833
(973) 400‐WAND (9263)

Dr. Clockwork MAP PRICING
Dr. Clockwork LLC is a manufacture of the Dr. Clockwork violet wands and medical devices. This pricing list
covers the Dr. Clockwork devices, and prepackaged contents, along with accessories added by the
manufacturer only. Please check the price list below for information regarding the Minimum Advertised Price
(here out referred to as MAP) policy.
Retailers may not advertise any of the below MAP products at a price below the applicable MSRP without the
express written consent of Dr. Clockwork LLC. Advertising Includes: Internet sales – auction or web store,
magazines, newspapers, physical delivery, television, billboard, mobile phone, social media, email, or any
other marketing means.
Special additions and or accessories added to this product from the retailer, shall not be included in this policy.
This policy does include promotions, rebates, and discounts mentioned in marketing/ advertising, and MAP
must remain constant.
Dr. Clockwork LLC or current business listed at: 287‐1 US HWY 22 Lebanon, NJ 08833, reserves the right, upon
verification that a retailer has advertised our product below the MAP, to discontinue all sales of the Dr.
Clockwork line of products to that retailer. Continuing sales to this retailer will be upon the sole discretion of
Dr. Clockwork LLC.
Any subsidiaries, or sub‐distributors of the retailer will also be affected by this policy, and the retail will hold
full responsibility for those entities.
Item Code
905980
905997
907311
907328
907540
907557
907700
907717
907670
907618

Description
Starter Kit‐ Orange
Starter Kit‐ Violet
Mini Mushroom‐ Orange
Mini Mushroom‐ Violet
Comb Electrode‐ Orange
Comb Electrode‐ Violet
Body Contact
Edison Adapter
Rolling Drum
Wartenberg Wheel

Wholesale
$100.00
$100.00
$15.00
$15.00
$38.00
$38.00
$25.00
$25.00
$10.00
$5.00

MAP/ MSRP
$200.00
$200.00
$30.00
$30.00
$75.00
$75.00
$50.00
$50.00
$20.00
$10.00

